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Abstract

The structural evolution of supercooled liquid water as we approach the glass tran-

sition temperature continues to be an active area of research. Here, we use molecular

dynamics simulations of TIP4P/Ice to study the changes in the connected regions of

empty space within the liquid which we interrogate using the Voronoi-voids network.

We observe two important features: supercooling enhances the fraction of non-spherical

voids and different sizes of voids tend to cluster forming a percolating network. By

examining order parameters such as the local structure index (LSI), tetrahedrality and

topological defects, we show that water molecules near large void clusters tend to be

slightly more tetrahedral than those near small voids, with a lower population of under-

and over-coordinated defects. We show further that the distribution of closed rings of

water molecules around small and large void clusters maintain a balance between 6
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and 7 membered rings. Our results highlight the changes of the dual voids and wa-

ter network as a structural hallmark of supercooling which provides insights into the

molecular origins of cooperative effects that underlie density fluctuations occurring on

the sub-nanometer and nanometer length scale. The percolation of the voids and the

hydrogen bond network around the voids, may serve as useful order parameters to

investigate density fluctuations in supercooled water.

Introduction

The physical properties of supercooled liquids are keys to understand the emergence of

amorphous solids as well as the occurrence of crystal nucleation.1,2 The case of supercooled

water is of special importance, as it underpins countless practical applications ranging from

the vitrification of glassy water in the context of cryopreservation,3 to the formation of ice

in our atmosphere.4

Understanding the molecular origins of anomalies in water particularly upon supercool-

ing has been a subject of numerous experimental and theoretical studies.5–14 One of the

important hallmarks of interpreting many of the anomalies in water and its rich phase dia-

gram has been to analyse the polymorphic character that water appears to acquire at low

temperature and pressures. In particular, the hypothesized existence of a liquid-liquid crit-

ical point (LLCP) is rationalized by the presence of two liquids: high density liquid (HDL)

and low density liquid (LDL) that are in quasi-equilibrium with each other which has been

suggested by various experiments.15–20 Numerous simulations also support the existence of

the LLCP.21–30 Occurrence of these two liquids is further backed-up by the presence of two

amorphous states of ice namely low and high density amorphous ice (LDA and HDA) which

can be interpreted as the glassy analogs of LDL and HDL.31–33 There have also been various

spectroscopic experiments verify the existence and strengthen the evidences of two states in

liquid water.34–38

Theory and simulations have played important roles in portraying the molecular picture
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of HDL and LDL water. A popular approach to study this has been the structure analysis

with inherent potential energy surface (IPES) where configurations are sampled by quench-

ing to 0 K with finite temperature molecular dynamics and water molecules with different

hydrogen bond environments are identified using these samples.39 Several different types of

metrics or order parameters have been used to characterize the local hydrogen bond patterns

around LDL and HDL-like water.5 Some of the popular ones include the local structure in-

dex (LSI) employed in Ref. 40 and the tetrahedrality (q).41,42 These and other parameters

give structural signatures in the hydrogen bond network that occurs on a short length scale

involving mostly the first solvation shell. In a recent work, Martelli43 has nicely illustrated

the importance of global order parameters in the evolution of supercooled water. Specifi-

cally, the study shows that the LDL and HDL-like water molecules as defined by the LSI, are

characterized by a collective effect involving clustering of LDL and HDL-like environments.43

In a similar spirit with this work,43 we have recently characterized the properties of empty

space in liquid water. Using the Voronoi-void network we have found that liquid water is

characterized by a large proportion of small spherical voids and large fractal or dendritic

like voids at ambient conditions.44 Voids have allowed us to identify the inhomogeneities

in density, generated by fluctuations in a manner where anisotropies can be seen in a very

chemically intuitive manner. The use of Voronoi-voids to examine the role of geometry on

packing in simple liquids has previously been highlighted by Sastry and co-workers.45

In this report we build on our earlier works,44,46–48 we investigating the evolution of the

Voronoi-void network of water upon supercooling. In our earlier work using simulations

with TIP4P/Ew, we showed that equilibrium fluctuations create transient inhomogeneities

by the spherical and non-spherical shaped voids. Herein, using classical molecular dynamics

simulations, we study how water-void dual network changes upon supercooling TIP4P/Ice49

in the temperature range between 230-260 K. Two interesting features emerge from our

analysis: first, supercooling results in a subtle increase in the fraction of large non-spherical

dendritic voids and second voids appear to cluster as water goes into the supercooled regime
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implying the creation of large connected regions of empty space that cover up to∼8 nm length

scales. Using the voids-network, we find that water molecules near isolated voids are slightly

less tetrahedral than those near large connected voids. We also show that, the population

of water molecules associated with under- (2A-1D, 1A-2D) and over-coordinated (3A-2D,

2A-3D) topological defects is lower near the large connected voids. By examining hydrogen

bonded rings near the voids, we determine that there is an enhancement of hexagonal rings

around the large connected voids consistent with previous studies.39,43,50

The paper is organised as follows: in the first section we illustrate the basics of the

computational methods we have used to investigate voids (Sec. ”Voronoi Voids”) and net-

works of voids (Sec. ”Voids networks”) in supercooled liquid water. In sections ”Voids in

Supercooled Liquid Water”, ”The Percolating Voids Network” and ”The Water Network

Near Voids”, we illustrate the features of the voids as a function of supercooling, discuss the

emergence of networks of voids ,and proceed to investigate the structural properties of water

molecules at the interface with different classes of voids networks, respectively. In Section

”HD/LD Liquid Water and the Void Network”, we discuss how interplay between LD and

HD water, which has been proposed to be correlated with the Stokes-Einstein relation (SER)

breakdown in supercooled liquid water, can possibly be rationalised in terms of the voids

network. Finally, we provide our conclusions and perspectives.

Computational Methods

Molecular Dynamics Simulations

Molecular dynamics simulations have been performed using the GROMACS 5.1.4 package.51

Our models of supercooled liquid water contain 4500 TIP4P/Ice49 molecules. This is an all-

atom, rigid, non-polarizable water model that is widely accepted as one of the best possible

options when dealing with simulations of supercooled liquid water and ice.50,52,53 We note

that in Ref. 44 we have thoroughly validated the robustness of our results by using a diverse
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portfolio of water models, including the very accurate framework of Paesani et al.;54–56 as

such, we have no reason to believe that the usage of a specific water model would impact the

soundness of our findings in this work. The geometry of the TIP4P/Ice model is enforced

by means of the SETTLE algorithm57 with H-bonds constraint is applied with P-LINCS

algorithm.58,59 The cutoff for the non-bonded interactions is 1.2 nm and the long-range elec-

trostatic interactions are computed using the particle-mesh Ewald algorithm60 with the same

cutoff. The equations of motion have been integrated using the velocity-Verlet algorithm61

with a time step of 2 fs. We use two different thermostats namely Nose-Hoover62,63 and

Berendsen64 in our simulations. The coupling constants of the two thermostats and the

Parrinello-Rahman65 barostat are 2, 2 and 4 ps, respectively.

We have generated several different models of supercooled liquid water at 260, 250, 240

and 230 K, starting from an equilibrated trajectory obtained at room temperature for a cubic

simulation box of 51.4 × 51.4 × 51.4 Å3. We have decided to sample the NPT ensemble to

ensure an accurate representation of the density fluctuations within the system. In order to

investigate possible effects of the cooling protocol when equilibrating our models at strong

supercooling, we have adopted two different protocols: a linear cooling ramp and a step-wise

cooling ramp. The former involves gradually lowering the temperature from e.g. 260 K to

250 K in 10 ns, while the latter requires a series of shorted (2 ns) equilibrations at the end

of which the temperature is abruptly lowered by 2 K. The effect of different thermostats has

also been probed - no significant effects or artifacts have emerged. A further 10 ns NPT

simulation is incorporated at target temperatures for each cooling step and our analyses are

carried out on additional 50 ns NPT simulations.

Voronoi Voids

To characterize the regions of empty space within the water network, we have computed the

so-called Voronoi-Delaunay (VD) voids66 using a framework, based on the VNP code.67 We

have previously developed and validated this framework in the context of density fluctuations
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of liquid water at room temperature.47 The key feature of said framework is that it allows

us to identify voids of arbitrary shape and size - as opposed to spherical cavities only. Two

parameters are important when defining the network of voids in a given system: bottleneck

radius (RB) and probe radius (RP ). While RP controls the minimum size of the voids, RB

determines the extent of the area needed for two voids to be merged together as a single

void. For consistency, we have used RB =1.1 and RP =1.2 Å as we have used in our previous

work in Ref. 47. It is important to note that we have examined different RB and RP values

and found no significant effect on our results, which is extensively discussed in our previous

works.44,47 We urge interested readers to Ref. 68 and our reference works44,47 for more details

on our framework and for a complete analyses of the effects of different parameters on the

morphology of voids in liquid water.

We also examined the ring distributions of water molecules within 2 Å of the voids.

In particular, we investigated primitive rings using the R.I.N.G.S. code.68 Here a H-bond

criteria of O-O distance < 3.5 Å and H-O...O angles <30◦ is used to connect water molecules.

Voids networks

In order to investigate the connectivity of the voids network, the voids are mapped onto the

nodes of a graph whose edges correspond to connections between different voids. Similar

ideas have been used previously in the context of the analysis of the hydrogen bond network

in molecular systems.69 The voids identified via our methodology consist of combinations of

polyhedra: if two voids share at least one vertex, a value of one is assigned to the correspond-

ing edge of the graph - if not, the two voids are not considered as connected, and a value

of zero is assigned to the corresponding edge. In the former case, the geometric distance

between the closest pair of vertexes belonging to the voids (polyhedra) is zero, while in the

latter, it is greater than zero (see panel a of Fig. 2).

As a result of this procedure, we obtain a graph which is representative of the entire

network of the voids in the system. A depth-first search algorithm70 (available in Matlab71)
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is then used to post-process said graph to identify connected sub-graphs - i.e. clusters of

connected voids. The tree-like graph depicted in Fig. 2c provides an example of a connected

sub-graph of voids within a configuration of supercooled liquid water at 230 K.

Results

Voids in Supercooled Liquid Water

Figure 1: a) Cumulative distribution of the volumes of the voids at different temperatures
(the x-axis is in log scale). The insets shows a portion of the same graph for volumes between
30-40 Å3 (bottom inset) and 250-550 Å3 (top inset). The lower the temperature, the larger
the voids are likely to be, b) the log-log plot of distribution of ∆R, i.e. a parameter that
characterized the morphology of a void to the spherical or non-spherical shape - see text.
Regions of the graph corresponding to spherical and non-spherical voids are shaded in yellow
and red, respectively. A representative example of a spherical and a non-spherical void is
illustrated in panel c), and represents the free volume (left y-axis) and bulk density (right
y-axis) of our models of supercooled water as a function of temperature. Surrounding the
figure, we show examples of the large non-spherical voids in supercooled water at different
temperatures. The color of each void correspond to the the color of legends in panel a) for
each temperature.

In recent works44,48 we have shown that VD voids provides a very powerful framework for

investigating the role of non-spherical cavities associated with density fluctuations in liquid
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water. In particular, the voids and their water environment allow for the identification of

high and low density regions generated by fluctuations on the sub-picosecond timescale. In

the following, we elucidate how these structural features of the liquid change as we cool down

water from room temperature to both mild and strong supercooling regimes.

As expected, taking water from 260 to 230 K lowers the density from 0.979 to 0.937

g/cm3 due to an increase in the free volume. In the following, we establish using the VD

voids the microscopic origin associated with this change in the free volume. The left panel of

Fig. 1 shows the cumulative distributions of the volumes of the voids obtained at 5 different

temperatures: 300, 260, 250, 240 and 230 K. The distribution of the volumes clearly shows

that the vast majority of the voids in both supercooled and ambient temperatures have

small volume (Here, nearly 60 % of voids have a volume of less than 25 Å3). Although the

effects appears to be rather subtle, the insets show that the probability of finding large voids

steadily increases as a function of supercooling.

In our earlier study44,48 we have demonstrated that not just the size, but the morphology

as well of the voids can have a huge impact on the structural properties of the liquid network:

in particular, whether or not a given void can be considered close-to-spherical shape is quite

key to the energetics associated with the corresponding density fluctuation. Thus, in order

to assess the relative change in the populations of spherical and non-spherical voids as a

function of temperature, we have calculated their asphericity as ∆R = Rf −Rv, where:

Rf =
3Vv
Sv

, and (1)

Rv =

(
3Vv
4π

) 1
3

, (2)

In the equations above, Rf and Rv are defined in terms of volume (Vv) and surface (Sv)

of the voids such that large values of ∆R correspond to strongly non-spherical voids, while a

perfectly spherical object would be characterized by ∆R=0. As can be seen in Fig. 1b, the
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probability density distribution of ∆R for voids in both room temperature and supercooled

liquid water is clearly bi-modal. Furthermore, as we lower the temperature we observe a

fattening of the tails for large values of ∆R, which suggest that voids in liquid water tend

to become increasingly less spherical as we venture into the supercooled regimes.

The Percolating Voids Network

At this point, the statistics of these voids may not appear especially illuminating: after all,

the changes as a function of supercooling seem to be rather small. The bare volumes of

the voids however, does not shed light on possible correlations that exist between the voids.

Furthermore, as we will see shortly, since the construction of the voids relies on the bottleneck

radius (RB), two voids in close proximity may not be merged if the gap between them is less

than 1.1 Å (see panel a of Fig. 2). This aspect cannot be captured by the statistics depicted

in Fig. 1, and prompted us instead to look at connections between different voids.

If two voids are connected by means of an actual bottleneck ( see panel a of Fig. 2),

implying that they share a contact area large enough for a water molecule to move from

one void to the other, the two voids are merged together into a single void. However, in

some cases voids simply share one or more than one vertexes of their constituting polyhedra

- without the existence of a real bottleneck between them (see panel a of Fig. 2). To

investigate the implications of this possibility, we map the voids network onto a graph: we

consider each void as a node of an undirected graph, and each connection (each shared

vertex, or more than one, between two voids) as an edge of the same graph. Further details

about this procedure can be found in Sec. .

This strategy allows us to pinpoint connected clusters of voids such as the one depicted in

Fig. 2b: where disconnected and connected voids are depicted in orange and red, respectively.

This large connected void contains 385 spherical and non-spherical voids, which are shown

with different intensity of red color (see Fig. 2b). Another graphical way to represent these

clusters of voids is shown in Fig. 2c: the graph illustrates the connectivity of the voids within
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Figure 2: a) The schematic cartoon of two separate voids, two merged voids into one and a
cluster of two connected voids, b) an example of connected and unconnected voids (cluster)
in the supercooled liquid at T=230 K. The red color voids with different intensity contain
385 connected spherical and non-spherical voids along the simulation box (for clarity, we
only show some). The orange color voids are example of unconnected voids, c) the graph
plot of the connected and non-connected voids of panel a). A red graph here is made up of
nodes (index of voids) which are connected by edges (red lines) and the orange graph has
nodes with no edges.

a particular configuration of our models of supercooled liquid water: the red, connected nodes

involve a combination of approximately 385 (both spherical and non-spherical voids) which

form a large connected cluster spanning a sizable length scale (∼ 8 nm). Isolated voids

(unconnected clusters) are instead depicted as orange nodes on the grid in Fig. 2c. The

yellow and red highlighted parts in panels b and c show a correspondence between voids and
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nodes of a tree graph.

This analysis thus yields a mapping of the voids onto a network that allows us to identify

clusters of connected voids. Various different properties of the clusters can now be examined

including the total volume, number of voids and the asphericity of the cluster. The results

are summarized in Fig. 3 for water at 300 K, 260 K and 230 K in panels a) through c). In

each panel, we report the ∆R of the cluster as a function of the cluster size (given by the

number of voids that constitute a given cluster). In addition, the top part of each panel

illustrates a color map indicating the total volume of each cluster. For clarity, we note that

the ∆R of the cluster involves determining the total volume and surface area given by the

sum of contributions coming from individual voids in a cluster.

Each panel in Fig. 3 shows the presence of small and larger connected clusters - naturally

the large clusters are characterized by larger volume and also by an enhanced asphericity.

Interestingly, we see that as we go from 300 to 260 K and then finally to 230 K in supercooled

water, there is a significant increase in the proportion of large connected clusters by an order

of magnitude. As we will discuss in the next section, one of the issues we would like to

explore, is to study whether water environments around isolated-disconnected voids are any

different from those near large clusters of connected voids.

Motivated by the observations in Fig. 3, we focused on partitioning the void-space in

three small (SC), intermediate (IC) and large (LC) clusters. More specifically, we consider

a cluster of voids to be large if all the clusters of voids having that particular cluster size are

characterized by a value of ∆R greater than the maximum value of ∆R we have obtained for

the unconnected clusters (i.e. cluster size=1). For instance, in Fig. 3c, the largest ∆R for

the unconnected clusters is 2.83 Å: as such, only clusters of voids containing more than 17

voids are considered as large clusters. On the other hand, in the case of Fig. 3c, the largest

∆R for the unconnected clusters is 2.83 Å: as such, only clusters of voids containing more

than 17 voids are considered as large clusters.

In order to appreciate the extent to which the voids percolate in the hydrogen bond
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Figure 3: a) log-log plot of ∆R as a function of cluster size at a) T=230 K, b) T=260 K and
c) T=300 K. The volume of clusters is shown in color code. The red transparent part shows
the unconnected clusters with cluster size=1, and the red transparent part shows the large
connected clusters.

network, we show in Fig. 4 the distribution associated with the longest length spanning the

void44 at 230 K, 260 K and 300 K. Fig. S1 in the SI shows that for the size of the small

sized clusters span a length-scale similar to the length of a hydrogen bond and that this
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doesn’t change much upon supercooling. On the other hand, for the large clusters (Fig. 4),

we observe there is a strong effect going from 260 to 230 K - the nucleation of voids results

in clusters that can stretch over 8 nm in length. Given the finite size of our box and also the

challenge in sampling these rare and long-length scale fluctuations, these effects are likely

being underestimated.

The preceding analysis relies on partitioning the void network into small and larger

clusters using a criterion that may seem rather arbitrary. However, using this criterion to

distinguish between small and large clusters is rather physical since it results in a situation

where there is no overlap in terms of ∆R between small and large clusters - as demonstrated

in Fig. S2. In other words, small clusters of voids tend to be quite spherical overall, while

large clusters of voids are highly non-spherical. We have also verified that modifying the

criterion by which we identify a certain cluster of voids as small or large does not qualitatively

change the main findings of our results.

Figure 4: The longest distance between any two points forming the surface of large clusters
at 230 K, 260 K and 300 K. The x-axis is in log scale.

The Water Network Near Voids

In the previous section, we established important signatures in the evolution of the void

network upon supercooling. Using the distinction between small and large clusters of voids,
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we assign each water molecule in our simulation box to a certain cluster of voids. This

was achieved by determining the closest cluster that water molecules belong to. Using this

criterion, we find that at 230 K about 20 and 46% of water molecules belong to small and

large clusters respectively. As the temperature rises towards ambient conditions, this ratio

changes to 52 and 2 % (see Table 1).

Table 1: Percentage of waters belong to small (SC), large (LC) and intermediate (IC) clusters
at different temperatures.

LC % SC % IC % T (K)
46 20 34 230
26 27 47 240
16 34 50 250
8 40 52 260
2 52 46 300

Up to this point in our discussion, we have not made any reference to fluctuations involv-

ing low and high density liquid. As pointed out earlier in the introduction, two of the most

popular order parameters that are used to study the local structure of water and infer the

presence of LDL and HDL water, are the local structure index (LSI) and the tetrahedrality

(q) defined as:

LSI =
1

n

n∑
i=1

(
∆(i)− ∆̄

)2
and (3)

q = 1− 3

8

3∑
j=1

4∑
k=j+1

(
cosΨjk +

1

3

)2

(4)

where ∆(i), ∆̄ and Ψjk correspond to the oxygen - oxygen distance between the i-th water

molecule and its neighbors, the arithmetic mean of ∆(i) and the angle formed by the lines

joining the oxygen atom of the water molecule under consideration and its nearest neighbor

oxygen atoms j and k - respectively. Large values of q correspond to more tetrahedral water

molecules while small values of the LSI correspond to water environments that are more
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disordered and less ice-like. Next, we examined whether there was any correlation between

these local order parameters and their proximity to the voids.

The top and bottom panels of Fig. 5 show the distributions of the LSI and tetrahedrality

respectively, for water molecules belonging to small and large clusters at 230 K and 260 K.

Firstly, as expected, there is an enhancement in the tetrahedrality of water upon supercool-

ing. This is also reflected in the LSI distributions. Comparing the LSI and tetrahedrality of

water molecules near small clusters (labeled SC) and large clusters (labeled LC), we observe

that waters near the large voids are slightly more tetrahedral than those near small ones.

This feature is also reflected in the LSI at 230 K and 260 K where we observe an enhancement

in the tail of the distribution to lower values for water near the large clusters.

The LSI and q parameter do not interrogate fluctuations involving the topology of the

hydrogen bond network. There have been several studies studying the how the distribution

of closed rings in water evolve upon supercooling and in particular, how this is reflected in

the presence of low and high density liquid. Car and co-workers39 using ab initio molecular

dynamics simulations, showed that rings associated with low density like water molecules

(LSI values < 0.13 Å2) are dominated by six membered rings, while in the case of high

density like water (with LSI > 0.13 Å2), the distribution of rings are much broader involving

a fat tail to ring sizes bigger than 12. Using a similar criteria, Martelli43 recently showed

that under supercooling, the number of hexagonal rings increases.

In order to assess if the topology of the hydrogen bond network is different around small

and large clusters, we determined the distribution of closed hydrogen bonded rings involving

water molecules that lie within 2 Å of the surface of the void. The left and right panels

of of Fig. 6 show the ring distributions around small and large voids. Interestingly, going

from small to large clusters, we observe a shift in the balance between 6 and 7-membered

rings. See the dotted bars of Fig. 6a and b. Larger percolating voids are surrounded by

more hexagonal rings consistent with Refs. 39,43.

Besides the ring distributions, there are also other measures of changes in the topology
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Figure 5: Distribution of (a) LSI and (b) q for waters in vicinity of small (SC) and large
(LC) clusters at T=230 K (solid line) and T=260 K (dash line).

of the hydrogen bond network. In particular, local coordination defects have been shown to

change under different thermodynamic conditions.72 We were curious to understand whether

there would be any signature of the changes in the topology of the hydrogen bond network

near the void network given by both small and big clusters. Interestingly, we find a larger

population of both under- and over-coordinated water molecules in close vicinity to small

clusters under supercooling - see panel c of Fig. 6 (see the right panel showing a cartoon

representation of the various topological defects). In a very recent study, Markland and co-

workers73 have shown that as the temperature increases from supercooled water to beyond
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ambient temperature, the population of coordinated (2A-2D) and under-coordinated (1A-

2D, 2A-1D) water molecules decreases and increases respectively, while the over-coordinated

(3A-2D) waters exhibits a maximum. They argue that these species can be correlated with

the evolution of the Raman spectra upon supercooling. Our results are also consistent with

their results and provide a more nuanced description of the fluctuations in the hydrogen

bond network involving both the topological defects and the voids (see Fig. S3 in the SI).

Figure 6: Probability distribution of N-membered primitive rings within 2 Å from the surface
of the a) small and b) large clusters at 230 K. The dotted bars show the 6- and 7-membered
rings around small and large clusters, c) population of under- and over-coordinated topolog-
ical defects associated with water molecules near small and large clusters at 230 K.

HD/LD Liquid Water and the Void Network

Earlier in the manuscript, we pointed out that many of the anomalies of water are thought

to arise from the hypothesized second critical point, namely the LLCP. The presence of an

LLCP is also consistent with the breakdown of the Stokes-Einstein relationship (SER) in

the supercooled region of water.74 The molecular origins of the LLCP and its relationship

with SER continues to be an open question.74–81 In the following, we propose a possible link

between the LLCP, SER and the evolution of the void network in the supercooled regime.

Using a combination of both theory and experiments, Stanley and co-workers82 pro-

posed a model based on the changes in the IR frequencies associated with essentially two

populations of water molecules corresponding to LDA and HDA-like water as a function of
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supercooling. Specifically, they found that at ∼240 K, there was a cross over in the relative

population of these two types of water molecules. These results are reproduced in the top

left panel of Fig. 7. Using molecular dynamics simulations of TIP5P, they examined the

evolution of the change in the tetrahedrality (q) parameter of the water molecules. By using

a judicious choice of HD and LD waters based on their q value (q>0.8 for LD and q<=0.8 for

HD), they found that the relative concentration of these two species had a striking similarity

to that obtained from the model built from the IR experiments.

Having observed some interesting trends between the LSI and q parameters of water

molecules and their proximity to either small or large void clusters in Fig. 5, we were

prompted to look into how the relative concentration of SC and LC water molecules changes

upon supercooling. Although this analysis is essentially summarized in Table 1, to make a

more direct comparison with Fig. 7a, we focused on the number of water molecules belong

only to small (nS) and large (nL) clusters. The relative populations of the two classes of

molecules can then be defined as nS

N
and nL

N
, where N = nS + nL.

The relative populations of these two species are shown in the panel b of Fig. 7. The

relative population of water molecules belonging to the intermediate cluster (IC) is reported

in the color gray. For IC waters, the normalization of the population is with respect to

all the water molecules. Interestingly, the qualitative behavior associated with the relative

proportion of water molecules belonging to either SC and LC as a function of supercooling, is

very similar to that observed by Stanley and co-workers (Fig. 7a). However, the structural

factors that control the relative concentration of SC and LC waters is quite distinct. Our

analysis suggests instead, that another possible order parameter involving the percolation

of the voids and the water environments that surround them upon supercooling, has very

similar behavior to the changes in the HD/LD waters. The percolation of the voids gives

fresh insights into the collective nature of the density fluctuations upon supercooling. Local

structural and topological changes in the hydrogen bond network also occur albeit in a much

more subtle way as seen in Figs. 5 and 6.
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Figure 7: a) Relative population of HD and LD water with respect to the temperature from
experiments of Ref. 82 and b) relative population of water molecules belong to small (SC) and
large (LC) clusters. The relative population of water molecules belonging to intermediate
cluster (IC) is reported in the color gray. The reader is reminded that these values for IC
are normalized by the total number of waters.

The quantitative details involving the ratio of SC and LC water as a function of super-

cooling will of course, be sensitive to some of the the specific criterion used to distinguish

between small and large clusters of voids as well as the choice of parameters such as RB and

RP (see Sec. ). However, we have checked that the qualitative trends we have found are

robust with respect to these technicalities (see Figs. S4-S5 in SI).

Conclusions

The molecular origins of density fluctuations in water and how they change across its phase

diagram, has been a topic of intense study and debate in the field. A lot of our knowledge

on the microscopic interpretations of waters anomalies relies on the existence of two limiting

states of water: high and low density which differ in the local coordination environment.

In some of our recent work,44,47 we have shown that there is a lot important information

lying in the correlations between the hydrogen bond network of water and the nature of
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empty space that is carved out within it. Specifically, Voronoi voids provide a rather powerful

theoretical tool to quantify the empty space in liquid water and also identify high and low

density regions in water that occur on a much longer length scale than those predicted by

local order parameters such as LSI and q.

Here, demonstrate that investigating the structural properties of the regions of empty

space within the liquid network leads to a nuanced and rich description of the behavior of

supercooled water. In particular, we show that upon supercooling, there is a subtle increase

in the fraction of free volume in the liquid which is manifested in the creation of larger

delocalized voids, as well as the nucleation of smaller voids to form large connected clusters

of empty space.

Intriguingly, by assigning all water molecules to either small isolated spherical voids or

large non-spherical clusters of many voids, we are able to identify water molecules that are

more or less tetrahedral, respectively. In the former case, the size of closed rings is dominated

by hexagon, with fewer under- and over-coordinated topological defected waters, while in the

latter case the 7-members rings are more dominated with a higher percentage of topological

defects. The study of percolating Voronoi networks and its role in creating low and high

density regions has previously been noted by Medvedev and co-workers83 using molecular

dynamics simulations of liquid and quenched rubidium.

Interestingly, by examining the evolution of the ratio of LD is also consistent with previous

findings reported in Ref. 82 which suggests that collective behavior associated with the

fluctuations in the empty space may have important bearing on the SER breakdown. This is

reinforced further, by other studies showing that fractional SER in metallic glasses is coupled

with the formation of large clusters of trapped atoms that percolate through the liquid.84,85

Our results thus shed new light onto the structural properties of supercooled water, by

means of a framework that steps away from the current paradigm of local order parameters

to embrace the full complexity of the water network including the evolution of the empty

space as well as topological properties of the HB network.
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